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osed buildings
face different futures
Plans for a new hotel and a new

residence center battle for state funds
n.'

By Raynata Y. Reed
News Writer

Aproposed hospitality training facility for TSU hotel manage-gj
ment students ison hold, while plan.s for a new apartment complex!
on campus are moving forward.
A desire to have a hotel for hospitality and hotel management
students as a training facility is a project currently on hold due to
lack of funds. A vision of a professor in the engineering department

j-ifor 30 years, the hotel will not be materializing any time soon. A
i part of the North Campus plan, this facility would be a center for
•-1

•
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The Brown-Daniel Library is undergoing changes in its technology access.

Technology age comes to TSU library
accustomed to using with the previous computers.

By T'Neisha Jackson
'Nev^s yiriter

Tennessee State University, recently named
one of the nation's most wired universities, will
becomeeven more wiredwhen new technological
resources are made available in the Martha M.
Brown-Lois Daniel Memorial Library next
semester.

"[Students] are going to have 30 new com

puters," said Yildiz Binkley, director of library

Students now will sit at their own station,

which consists of a desk with a glass top that
houses the computer. Swivel chairs will accom
pany the desks.

i be a satellite of the university, such as the downtown campus.
The hotel or conference center would .serve not only TSU stu

dents, but it would also be accessible to local high school students

and other colleges and universities within the Tennessee Board of
Regents system.

However, the plans for this project are currently not in the
works because there is no funding for this project.

"In order to obtain money for this endeavor, you have to go

through the state's building commission. Unless this project is
. fimded by a special monetary gift to the university, as of now, die
The computer are expected to be faster and
project is on hold," said Yice President of Business Affaire Clay

have more memory thanthosebeing replacedand
they all will have Internet access, though only a
group of 12 computers will have word process
ing.

The library also plans on introducing wire
less technology to students upon their return from
winter break.

and media centers.

"We're ordering four laptops," said Binkley.
The computers, manufactured by Dell, will "We will check them out to students only to be
be located on the second floor of the main cam used in the library...[for] two hours at a time."
pus library and will replace the computers previ
The computers being replaced are approxi
ously used.
mately three years old and have become outdated.
Eighteen computer work stations will be set
'Those computers were in pretty bad shape,"
up near the reference desk and 12 will be set up Kenerson said. "My apologies go out to the entire
near theelevator. Two printers also wUl be avail student body to have to suffer..."
able.
Sharron Sowell, a senior English major from
'They [the computers] seem to be on sched Chicago, was not aware that the library is being
ule to be up and running by early January," said equipped with new computers.
Murle Kenerson, assistant director of library and
"I'm more likely to go to the main computer
media centers.
lab than go to the library because of the fact that
The computer system cunently is being pro the library is basically infected with viruses and
grammed.
the printers do not work," she said. "The system
New computer furniture already has arrived, is too slow and it takes forever to log on."
although TSU's academic computing lab has yet
Binkley feels that the increased number of
to deliver the 30 computers.
computers, in addition to their speed and capabil-

The furniture sharply contrasts from the

wooden table and chairs students had grown

• hotel and mote) management students in which to intern and gain
• hands on experience within this field.
I
The hotel would not be on the main TSU campus, but it would

See "Library" on Page3

Harkleroad.

The lack of funds is the majorroadblock slowing even the pre
liminary plans of this project.

Wayne Guyette, in the hospitality and tourism departraen, con
ceded that "the state doesn't have any money. If you're spending
more than what you're bringing in, the money won't be there."
Planners believe that the hotel would be beneficial to TSU stu

dents, especially in the hotel management department.
Tt would be heavily staffed by interns, if the hotel Is funded by
the state. But with the state buildingother things, who would man

age thehotel would depend on whether or not the funding wasdone
commercially or by the state." said Stephen Gillette, director of
campus planning in business affairs.
On the other hand, the future for a new apartment complex for

TSU looks promising. Court Villa Apartments and Thomas and
Jones Apartments are owned by private companies and are current
ly being leased by the university. The leasefor Court Villa will end
soon and, according to Gillette, "there is a desire to have TSU stu
dents not living in facilities not owned and operated by TSU."
The apartments, which will be similar to Heiman Street
: Residence Center, which now houses approximately 460 students,
: wiU provide additional housing for 300-350 more students.
Unlike the hotel project, there are designs for the apartments in
the process right now.
The layout and floor plan of the apartments would be similar K>

TSU enters the Internet age by offering four-year degrees online
board has to approve everything before

By Malick D. Badjie

their release.

'..News Writer

i^- -

Staiting next fall, Tennessee State

; University students will have the oppor1tunity to pursue their degree on the
.iitemet, without having to step foot in
/||ny TSU lecture halls or buildings.
Because of the surge of the informa^|ion super highway, tliere has been a

-^^rowingdesire from various people in the
-student body to extend that influence to
^e classroom in the form of degrees

i- online. Under the guidance of the
! Tennessee Board of Regents, TSU has
! taken that step with announcement of

; plans to offer five degrees on the World
f Wide Web.

The exact names of the

! degrees are not available yet because the

The system plans to offer four-year
bachelor'.s degrees in general studies and
professional studies with six to eight
courses as the starting number of avail
able courses next fall.

The names of

"With less than one in five adults in

Tennessee holding a college degree, there
has been a growing concern that college
education is not readily available, hence
this other option the Board of Regents
took to increase enrollment and provide
more opportunity." said Artis Twyman,

those courses are unavailable as well

Media

until the approval.

University.
Questions have been raised about the

"It will provide an opportunity for

Director

for Tennessee

State

students who are disadvantaged by either

quality of the college degrees.

family obligations or career commitmenis to have an opportunity to pursue a
degree that they desire," said Dr. Carol

"There will be a close monitoring of
the courses by the professors, and actual
ly it will allow them to know their stu
dents more individually through e-mail

Helton of the reading center.
The online degrees will be open to
all students, but are marketed to older

working students who with the constraint
of time find it extremely difficult to pur
sue a college degree.

There have been mi.xed feelings
from the student body showing extreme
to no enthusiasm over this recent devel
opment.

"Being a single mom with two kids,
this will help me and many other disad
vantaged persons to pursue our college

degree, which ha.s been stalled quite fre
quently, so it is a wonderful initiative,"
said Jessica Ryder a fifdi-year senior.
"h is just another way in reducing

the quality of college education, before
they go on iniliating such a plan let thetn

first improve the standards of teaching in
our classrooms," said sophomore Steven
Nwo.su.

it will force professors to assign shorter

Despite the offering of the online
degrees being received with different

yet more a.ssignmenls to the students,
allowing them to master the giaterial bel

.stay so let'swelcome the Internet revolu

ter."

tion," Helton said.*

communication." said Helton. 'T believe

emotions and viewpoints, "It is here to

Caribbean students contribute to TSU's diversity, representing a dozen countries
Editor's Note

tE.l)C
will have a series on the
various minority students on campus in
each issue.

The series will discuss the

various activities that they are involved
in on campus and their overall campus
experience here.

Many Caribbean students and facul
ty seem to have a positive experience
from TSU.

"I attended TSU as the youngest

professor in the department and this I
believe enabled the students to communi
cate with me on much easier terms as it

relates to the subject, as well as providing

opportunities given to me at the time and

and the University in Trinidad.

also as a result of ray sister being here,"

"The students here are mainly
focused on memorization of facts, rather

Bain said. She is a member of the Social
Work Club and the Tennessee University

than using critical thinking skills in their Gospel Choir. She feels that many
various subject areas, which Caribbean African Americans stereotype too much.
students are forced to obtain and exhibit,"
he said.

Some Caribbean students came to

some level of motivation to them to pur

By Camille Edwards
News Writer
The Caribbean students at Tennessee

State University significantly have added
to the diverse cultural representation on

sue higher education in the field," said TSU for new and better opportunities.
"I consider myself to be unique here
Dr. Carlos Lee, Associate Professor and
in
terms
of my accent and my Caribbean
Head of the Chemistry Department who
is from the island of Trinidad and
Tobago.
Lee also is the advisor of Students

campus. This multi- cultural blend is Organization of Caribbean Ancestry,
comprised of 12 Caribbean countries, which attempts to knit the Caribbean stu
with the highest representation being
Bahamian students.

a comparison of university studies here

School
seeks full-time classroom assistant in its

infant community (serving chiidren ages
6 months to18 months). Aduit:chiid ratio
is 3:8; hours are 7:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.,

Monday-Friday; salary is $14K/ academ
ic calendar year. Employees receive

health benefits, paid vacation during
schcci holidays, and opportunities for
professional development. Previous
group-care experience preferred.
Please contact Christy Plummer

(352-4317, ext. 14).

dents at times, through sheer ignorance
and as a result this has led at times to the

art of stereotyping."

Adell Farquarhson, junior and

legacy. 1also consider it agreat privilege English major, hails from the Bahamas as

to be attending this historically Black well. She is the founder and current
university, though the college I believe is President of the S.O.C.A., which has
somewhat unappreciated by the school been in existence since September 1999.
"The main problem experienced by
population," said Nassau, Bahamas

dents together, while being far away native and social work major Sonia Bain.
"I came to TSU because of the many
from theirrespective countries. Lee made

Abintra Montessori

"African American students have the

wrong perception of the Caribbean stu

See "Numbers" on Page 6

Hotel plans on hold while plans for
new apartments go full speed ahead
Continued from Page 1

also be comparable to Heirfian's existing'
fee, which is $1,645 a semester.

the existing makeup of Heiman Street
apartments.
"There has been a lot of research

A completion plan is definitely in the
works for this project.

"An architect is working on the plans
done and it has been 'found that the for the apartments right now. It usually
Heiman Street apartments are goodapart

takes about 12-14 months to build and

ments. By using a floor plan and layout

complete this type of project," said

that is similar to the existing Heiman

Harkleroad.

complex, this will save on time and
money," said Harkleroad.
A name has not been chosen for the

new apartments because the process has
to go through the board, but Harkleroad
referred to them as, "Heiman Street Phase
n."

The estimated building cost of the
endeavor is $10 million to 12 million.

The housingfee for the new complex will

The goal for completion of the apart
ments is set for summer 2002 so students

can move in the fall of the same year. •

Library increases include computers, furniture and electronics
Continued from Page 1

inistries.

Inc. offers new

ities, will be more convenient for stu

boxed food pro

dents.
"Because of the fact that there aren't

gram for college

enough computers for the student popula
tion, the additional 30 new computers
will benefit everyone on campus," she

students

said.

Members of the library staff also are
excited about an "electronic classroom"

NASHVILLE- Star Ministries, Inc.

to be located on the third floor of the

was established on April 20, 1997 and
has grown into an autonomous, self-sup

library.

porting non-profit 501 (c) federal
agency. Its mission is to empower the

The room will feature 30 new com

puter stations, including one that is hand
icap accessible, a television, monitor, a
projector and a screen. The room will pri
marily be used for interactive orientation
sessions for students and as a training site

community to meet its needs through
various community resources.
In line with this mission. Star

Ministries recently celebrated the grand

for library staff and university faculty

opening ofits food bank located at 1301

members.

Lewis Street in Nashville, Tenn., on

May 4, 1998.

Through Title III of the Higher

It is the only nighttime food bank

Education Act of 1965, which is a feder

in Na.shville, and issues more than 200

ally funded program "designed to support
the infrastructure of Historically Black

food bo.xes every month to many clients

Colleges and Universities," an additional

within the Davidson County aiea.
Ail food donations come from vari

$300,000 was added to the library's bud

get for the 2000-01 school year.
Approximately $180,000 was spent
on purchasing and installing the comput
ers.

Binkley hopes that students not only
utilize the new resources the library will

offer, but that they take advantage of the

library's homepage on TSU's web-site,
www.tnstate.edu, as well.

"Aside from all these computers that

are going to make your life easier, you
need to be familiar with the homepage of

ous agencies and churches, such as
PHOTO BY DERICK KLMBRQUGH

The technology and facilities in the library have not always been up to
date.

There is an abundance of information
and resources that is offered through the
homepage.
Over 12,000 electronic books can be
accessed; a virtual art gallery featuring

resources, as well as how they, the staff,
can further improve the conditions.

local artistsand samples of theirwork can
be viewed; there are online databases and

additional and adequate resources for

the library," she said. "I have suspicions journals; there is a virtual reference desk;
that they [students] don't know about there is an inter-library system that allows
this," she added. "This is a gold mine."
students to search for and/or check out
Kenerson also is concerned about the

level of student awareness regarding the
library's homepage.

"1 think students don't fully realize

books from Nashville's public libraries
and other universities in the state of
Tennessee; there is historical information
about the school; and there is a Black his

the potential of how they can benefit by tory resource site, among much more
knowing what's there for them," he said.

the library in the direction of providing

graduate students, as recommended by
by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools. The committee made 35 rec
ommendations that the university must
address before it will receive its re-

accreditation for certain departments in
December to maintain accreditation sta
tus.

gone changes that have helped improve
the

»oks can
can be
be H webpage] by ourOver 12,000 electronic books
ery featuring
said
accessed; a virtual art gallery
featuring I selves,"
1 can
««« •H Binkley.
"We
leir work
^ ^
local artists and samples of their
work can
•
want you all to
latabases and
and H know that this
be viewed; there are online databases

iference desk;
desk; I available to you."
journals; there is a virtual reference
mthat
allows •• point stresses
the
there is an inter-library system
that allows
that students
or check
students to search for and/or
check out
out H should fill out the
books from Nashville's public:libraries
libraries and
and H evaluation form

its quality.
In 1997 the third floor computer lab
was established and in 1999 renovations
of the first floor were completed.

be added to the building.

those that are occurring, and those to be

lack history • inform the staff of
school; and there is a Black
lore informaresource site, among much more
informa I how satisfied stu-

library better," said Binkley. "This is all
geared towards helping you out."*

H dents are with the

2 Morning Star Missionary Baptist

IChurch. Second Harvest Food Bank and

Iwel . It wants to be able to reach as

iKroger. Star .Ministries also receives

I clothing items and household items as
many individuals as possible that have

t'and Tuesday 5:30-7:30 p.m. and

^Wednesday
The changes that have occurred,

dents.

H library and its

1College Hill Church of die Nazarene,

various needs. Therefore, they want to
let all college students throughout
Eventually the library will be
« Nashville know that if they have needs,
equipped witha digital camera to create a
'fi assistance is available.
virtual tour of the library on TSU's web
%
The hours of operation are Monday
site. In the future, 19,000 square feet will

1 fo™'' ™
other universities in the state of
of Tennessee;
Tennessee;
,
. .1. H library's homeon about
about the
the •
there is historical information
tion.

5:30-7 p.m.

the Reaffirmation Committee appointed

Over the years the library has under

information.
"We've done

[digitized

The library's homepage and the
installation of the new computers move

Hours of operation
are Monday and
Tuesday 5:30-7:30
p.m. and
Wednesday from

made in the future all are done for the stu

'This is to help students use the

from

5:30-7

p.m.

.i Management asks only that you have a

^picture identification card, a valid driIver's license or social security card. If
3you need directions, please call Deletes

I* or Vincent Florence at 256-30 4 after 5
p.m. or 430-7397 at any lime: They also

are in need of volunteers from various

organizations on campus to assist in dis
tribution.*
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What We Think

From where I sit: The gift of generosity
valuable to the people who don't

I had never met him before

" I'm so glad I go lo TSU"...is what we as Tennessee State
University Tigers roar in the alma mater.

love us or even like us because

or even seen him on campus, but

we give them something to talk
about. But when we give to oth
ers not only are they blessed, but

he was a blessing to me.

We will flood the .student center lo show off our latest fashion

creations on variou.s day.s during the week.
We will crowd the courtyard outside the student center to see
the Greeks or whoever else hop and dance around.
But. will we crowd Kean Hall when the school'.s volleyball
team has a big game?
It is obvious that TSU student.s will go support whomever they
want, but as a whole, does TSU really contain school spirit?
At first, it was easy to generalize that question with the answer
no.

However, TSU students do show a lot of support for the oncampus and off-campus activities. We may not have the big
crowds at every event that we are used to, but there is still a mentionable number.

Productions from the Thomas Edwaid Poag Players Guild
bring crowds that pack the house of the Humanities Building
Auditorium.

Wlienever the Greeks have parlies or forums on campus, peo
ple are intere.sled and attend those functions.
During Homecoming Week, you can bet that John Merritt
I, Blvd. will be surrounded by TSU students, alumni and gtiests smil-

Tis the season of stress.

Hilt 111

'immunity
Wew Writet

[on, but some of us still will come to the TSU vs. MTSU basketball
jgame.
We may not pack the volleyball games, but in the spring

semester, we will make the intramural basketball games fun.
Some of us may not attend any forum given by the SGA. but
we will come with arms wide open to the SGA Election Week rally

Jfor food and candy.
Whatever choice we as TSU students, make to attend on-cam-

•ipus and off-campus functions, whether there are 30 people at a
forum or 3.30, there is a little TSU school spirit in all of us.
We just choose to share it or show it iu a different way, in the

spirit of TSU."

two people each time I see them.
If you want truly to measure the
goodness of people, watch how
people treat them.

I guarantee that truly kind
people will always be rewarded;
it never goes unnoticed.
So this year, perhaps the
best gift that I can give to all of
you is my wish for a generous
spirit over your holiday and a
generous beginning to your new
year."

j

2000. The purpose of the poll is
to give ®()e iBleter staff an
insight into what the student
body of TSU thinks about the
newspaper.

Honestly, I entered the
Floyd- Payne Student Center at
10:45 a.m. on Wednesday with a
wide range of skepticism on how
students would respond to the

poll. I realize that there are many
people who do not give two
shakes about what goes on in
®I)E ^Blctcr. But I also realize

that there are people who give
the paper nothing but support,
FYI - By the way, you

always been my understanding,
ever since I've been involved in

It amazes me how students school organizations since high
can have an apathetic attitude school, that it was the responsi

towards things that are placed
here for their benefit. While I

Student Feedback Poll for Fall

We still may not attend every basketball game that TSU puts

mm:

should read/ support the paper,
because you're paying for it!

jpep rallies in the amphitheater, but .some of us still will come and
j

When I returned, I was still

You see, I always will

Hendersort apathy about tiriiE iHeter

University who supported
iHetcr on Nov. 15, with our

!support our football team in Adelphia Coliseum,

remember the kindness of those

From Where I Stand: Student

We may not have the games in 'The Hole" anymore, or the

i

material.

didn't have any cash to get to
Memphis or a vehicle. Lo and

faced with the flat tire on my car.
Determined to be a "big girl" I
decided to try to change it
myself. Thank goodness for an
angei who saw me struggling
and changed it for me.

I wonder if all of us know

the students of Tennessee State

Ion Election Day, that was in the true spirit of TSU.

or Not, but the end result was I

go
to
Memphis
for
Thanksgiving. He was nice
enough to take me with him.

how valuable we are to the peo
ple who love us? We're even

•jOf John Merritt Blvd. and 28th Ave., urging other students lo vote

we perform, those are gifts that
lastmuchlonger than something

stances also and had decided to

That's an ideology that we
take for granted far too much.

I would first like to thank

the random acts of kindness that

Over Thanksgiving I had an
episode out of Ripley's Believe It

gone through some circum

self."

-ing, screaming, and eating at the Homecoming parade.
It is safe to say that TSU has a lot of school spirit. Most of the
things that happen on campus are in the true spirit of TSU.
When Marc Peek organized the TIME IS NOWMOVEMENT
and marched downtownto protest the stipulation of settlement last
year, that was in the true spirit of TSU.
When Student Government Association President Chris Berry
welcomed Vice-President A! Gore and Sen. Joseph Liebemtan to
the campus of TSU, that was in the true spirit of TSU.
When tlie students at the campus radio station perform their
daily run-downs at the radio station and can be heard over the
Internet, that is the true spirit of TSU.
When students from TSU held up voting signs on the comer

we are also.

behold, a friend of mine had

I've been desperately searching
for the perfect gift for everyone
this holiday season. Then I came
across a quote that made me stop
and rethink my undue stress.
"The greatest gift that you can
give anyone is the gift of your

When we give of ourselves
through the things that we say or

was conducting this poll, along
with other members of the staff,

I had a handful of people express
strong criticisms about the paper.
And I loved it!
I talked to students who

expressed criticisms that were
constructive as well as asinine.

bility of campus organizations to
fulfill so many hours of commu
nity service.
Hmmm.

Sounds like someone needs

to go back and re-read their by
laws. I'm not trying to single out
one particular type of organiza

tion, I m talking about all orga
nizations on campus. If organi

But what I didn't appreciate,

zations on campus want their

what I had no love for was the

community service activities

audacity for someone to make

profiled, they need to talk to the

the comment that ®lie iRctcr

Public Relations Department

should mention more things that
organizations on campus do.
I was almost in agreement
with this person until the exam
ple of one of the things that they
said that the paper should cover
is the community service that
organizations do. Now you can
paint me white with black polka
dots if I'm wrong. But it has

located in the Heiman Street

Complex, ext. 5331. If they tmly
believe their work is newswor

thy, they should send us a press
release ahead of time.

But tCtjE illeter is not, and

will never be, a PR fluffpiece.
I understand that everyone
has opinions, good or bad, and
See "News" on Page 5
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Farewell TSU Family: Thank God I've topped the rough side of the mountain!
Metra

Baugh

Ci & Jojo. Yes, I've had a ball. But that

Freedom

fun didn't come free.

Center thanks to the Career Development

I have spent lots of nights at home
thinking of different ways to writecertain
articles. The more CD, television, and

Center here at TSU.

restaurant reviews that I wrote, the more

I leamed how to explore my world of cre

ativity. On top of school work and my

Sports

:;rW
Since the beginning of my college
life (fall 1996) and my journalism life
(spring 1998) at Tennessee State
University, I have fallen and God has
picked me up time after countless time.
Each semester here has taught me educa
tional, professional and social lessons
that will stay with me foreverraore.
My first article, Ruby Bridges: A
Dream Come True (Jan. 28, 1998,

seriously. Ambre, Keith and Mitchell all
taught me how to have "tough skin" when
getting vital information from sources.
Ambre was the perfect role model
who taught me all of the organizational
things that I needed to know. She is the
one who always told me "I never want to
hear you say that you can't do some
thing."
Keith indirectly taught me the busi
ness side of journalism and entertain

flcter), is something thatI willnever for
get. That article about Bridges, a girl who
endured the hailstorms that she was

The first major interview that I con
ducted was with Cee-Lo from Goodie

Mob. Later, I was able to talk with Tavis

Smiley, a wonderful speaker. And during
the spring semester of this year I was able
to see one of ray favorite R&B duos, K-

First

Amendment

My experience there helped me to
see that journalism isn't just a world full
of profane-speaking, cigarette-smoking,
and unorganized individuals. Joumalism
is an ocean of knowledge that supplies

weekend job at KFC, I was swamped endless batches of information about
with work every day. Writing is some sports, politics, education, entertainment,
thing that I gradually learned to love.
all written by wives, fathers, college
Toward the beginning, with the help intems - real people with real feelings.
of caring staff members and faculty Thank you: Natilee, Brian, Cindy, Peggy,
including: Ambre Brown Morley (former and most importantly John Seigenthaler.
editor in chief 1997-1999), Keith Barbee
Now that my time at TSU has come
(former arts and entertainment editor), to an end, I'm happy and saddened. My
Mitchell Vantrease (former news editor), last year at
Mtltx as an arts and
Ms. London and Ms. Foster, my experi entertainment editor and just recently as
ence at ®1)E J^l£tcr was something I took the sports editor, has taught me how to be

Editor

forced to go through, was my God-sent
anchor that planted me at the starting
point of my journey through the world of
journalism. I have met so many nice and
at times weird people.

Forum/

a leader. My former and present staff has
been so understanding during both the
good arid the bad times. Thank you all for
everything.
Franklin, keep being the business
oriented man that you are and never let
anyone tell you that you can't do some

ment. He probably never knew it but, J

always listened to the way he talked and
watched the way he acted during meet
ings, concerts and interviews.
Mitchell was my big brother who
taught me all I need to know about the
ups and downs of journalism.
During the summer of 1999, I was
blessed with an internship at The

News, PR fluff and community service - what to print?
Continued from Page 4

most people also have brains, but that does
n't mean they use either one of them effec
tively. Therefore, I truly want the people
who read %\)Z iflctcr, especially students, to
comprehend the difference between news
and opinion. News and opinion are defined

by Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, as fol
lows.

News-previously unknown information.

Opinion- a view, judgment, a belief
stronger than impression and less strong
than positive knowledge.
This paper is, indeed,to be "the measure
of student opinion and sentiment."

Geno, I am so proud of you. To you
and your group, may God bless you in all
of your future endeavors.
Sparkle, my friend, call me when
you get to Hollywood.

To my sports staff (Alan, Anthony,
Marcus, Thomas and Terrance): Thank
you all for understanding that in the

beginning I didn't know anything about
sports, but since I have worked with you
all, I have a better understanding of that
genre of journalism.
To the editorial board (Mia, Regan,
Sonja, Sparkle, Hillary, John and
Dorian); Thank you for giving
^lleter
a voice that will always find a way to be
heard.

To My Family: I love you and may
God forever and bless youl*

JflUter is published biweekly and is
iavailable free to the Tennessee State
HJniversity community. Opinions expressed

^erein are of the writer, not those of the
ladministration, the Student Government

•^Association or the faculty and staff pf
Tennessee State University.
Submission Requirements

sonal. It's just news.

the writer's name, telephone number and TSU P.O. Box.

good, we would have to change our format.

Thanks TSU, this shows that you are

we report that, if you bring negative atten

you want.

JRctcr invites submissions by all members of the
Tennessee State University community.
Timeliness, clarity of thought, factual accuracy, and
interest to the university community will be factors in
selecting material for publication.

But If tirijE ^Heter were here simply to
make individuals and organizations look

will continue to embrace any constructive
criticisms given or even thrown at us. It's
like this TSU family, if you do good things

Tony (Forte), congratulations on
your dream and keep up the good work.
Brandi, thank you for being a friend.
Terry, use what you have to get all that

tion to yourself/your organization that, too,
just may end up on the front page.
Guess what, if it's newsworthy we are
going to report it! So all the backlashthat we
get, know that we just take it all in stride.
And like Silkk said, "It ain't my fault," so if
you get mad, just hope that you take a good
picture for the story.
I've leamed that people perceive the
media as the bad guy sometimes, but the
truth of the matter is that news is never per
Once again I would like to thank every
one who participated in our Fall 2000 Poll.
On a scale of 1-5, with one being the lowest
and five being the highest, the average for
the paper was a 4.4, and the favorite section
of the paper was News.

Since that is not going to happen, ®1)£ iRetcr

thing.

reading ®f)£ iil£tcr.«

All materials must adhere to the following guidelines:
a) All contributions must be typed, double-spaced (sub
mitted on 3.5" disks and hard copy),and must include
b) Featured articles should not exceed 1,0()0 words.

Opinion length should not exceed 500 words. Letter
length should not exceed 300 words.
c)' Sources of factual material should be included. All
claims of fact are subject to verification.
d) Wljc iHetcr reseix es the right to reject letters, articte

or ads without explanation, and to edit those chosen ^
necessary.

:t
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News

Numbers and support increase for
he big-time at competition new kinds of minority students

^ews Wtiter

Tennessee State University's
brensics team is off to an astounding
tart, to follow up its 1999-2000 seaOQ, when it won first place in the

iation<

At its first tournament, held at
•liddle Tennessee State University,

he team had a total of only 20
:Dtries. Of those 20, 15 won national
Lwards.

The only team from a historicaiy Black college or university com-

fg)etmg in the latest competition, the

p^orensics team brought home 21

Rational awards.
»

'The forensics competition is an

^xample of TSU as awhole. It goes

Continued from Page 2

prepare three 10-minule presenta
tions in order to travel, and prior to
the touniament, students presentee

Caribbean students over the years is the

their material to classes here on cam

Kimberly LaMarque, director ol

workstudy. I

forensics and instructor of theatre

believe

explained, "It is important for TSU to
compete with not just Black schoels

the

'hoth the forensics team and the

adminis

tration should

but other schools as well. The com

petitions give students the opportuni-B
ty to (ravel, to meet future leadersB

set aside some

funding

program

or

to

and to network with other individualjM assist us," said
B

Students chose to become a par®
of the forensics team for reasons

Farquarhson.
\

s

President of

varying from love of acting to need-g S.O.C.A., she

ing experience in public speaking. •
•'I joined the team because IS
wanted exposure. I wanted to com-S
pete because it's something that ]£

.Forensics Society, Mia Bankston.

^

She continued by saying, "'It

[Reaches teamwork, and it teaches us
' iohave respect for other schools. And

1with us being the only HBCU com-

j peting, it teaches Black people they
Lneed tostep up."

\

The team's most recent competi-

ty of the awards from the first cora-g

petition.

PgH semestefs
Fall
semesters 1995-1999
1995-1999

that

^

organization

small fund to

ful opportunity for us to not only be^;-

taken seriously, but to leam to pre-;
sent ourselves," said sophomore,^

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

U

U
u
U
u

^ ^ ^

121

Source: Institutional Research Office

of

"I somewhat feel under-represented, and
yet welcomed here," Robinson said. - She
attended TSU, dueto herinterest in attending

a historicall;^ Black university as well as
some scholarship money being available to
herat the time. Robinson also is a part of the
executive body in S.O.C.A. It is her desire
that more scholarships be made available to

safe and happy
holiday vacation.

4
1

Source: Institutional Research Office

cardio-respiratory major, feels she made a

faculty and staff a

U

1

The forensics team's next com-^- good decision in coming to TSU.

iHctcr wishes
all TSU students,

U
8U/2G

TRINIDAD &TOBAGO
& TOBAGO
TRINIDAD

MARTINIQUE
MARTINIQUE
PUERTO RICO
RICO
PUERTO

other plans.
the

6U/4G

8^20
U

of the forensics team.

: in th^ long run. Each student was to

I

U
U

10

Amber Brumfield and vice president-

|

10

6U/4G

1

JAMAICA
JA-MAICA

Jamaica, Carla
Robinson, a

i'tion was held in St. Louis. The stffpetition is in Februaiy 2001.*
I dents' efforts and preparation paid off

71 U/13G
71
U/13G
U
U

TOTAL

From

U
U

U
U

84
5

implement

island

.

3

BAHAMAS
BAHAMAS
BARBADOS
BARBADOS

HAITI
HAITI

UndergradNGrad
Undergrad\Grad

I

ARUBA
ARUBA

tnent to the

her commit

TOTAL
TOTAL

ANTIGUA &BARBUDA
& BARBUDA
ANTIGUA

BERMUDA
BERMUDA

"Because we are Black, people^ minor scholar
look at our skin first and then the^; ships, among
value of our work. This is a wonder

COUNTRY
COUNTRY

has expressed

have never done, and I wanted to seep and hopes to
^Md in hand with the university the
different types ofart,'' said junior,^ (with the help
Mnotto, 'think, work, serve', and the
Delali Potakey, a theatre major.
of adntinistra
^lonors Program's 'commitment to
• Potakey brought home a majori-^ tion) create a
pexcellence'," said speech and comITnunications major and president of

chemistry and pre-Med major from the

TSU Carribbean Stiiffents"

pus.

in their field."

fro*" TSU and Iguess that's why I came

here," said Jaquay Farquarhson, a sophomore

Caribbean students as well.

Bahamas. "I wish
wish that the college could be
more exposed to the Caribbean
Caribbean culture."
more
A senior
senior mass
mass communication
communication major
from
Kerine Chin attended TSU
from Jamaica, Kerine
with the intention
intention of improving her dramatic
skills. Her
Her entrance
entrance to the university was
was
made possible through
youth
through her former youth
director, Janeth Brown,
Brown, former employee in
the International
Intemational Business Department on
the AvonAvon- Williams Campus.
"I am indeed
indeed thankful that I was able to

Some Caribbean students decided to attend
this university, despite the fact
fact that
that the
attend this
come to TSU because of friends and the school
school fees
are
a
bit
difficult
to
attain,"
Chin
fees
Chin
beautification of the campus.

said.
said.

"I decided to attend TSU because of a
"The teaching I have
"Theteaching
have been receiving here
friend and due tothe quick response given by has been wonderful and
and it will prepare
prepare ifie
TSU to my application," said Vaughn

for
for thefuture.
the future. It is my
my desire also that a mixmix
Wilson, a junior, accounting major from the ture of Caribbean food, such as curry chickchick
Bahamas. Vaughn expressed how much he en,
en, fried dumplings and
and escoveitched
escoveitched fish
fish be
was pleased with the physical appearance of instituted in the
the cafeteria's
cafeteria's menu
menu at some
some
the college, howeverhe was displeasedabout
the living conditions in the hall he residesin.
"In comparison to back home, 1 have

time,"
time," said
said Chin.
Chin.
Other Caribbean students feel the univereity
vereity should offer
offer more
more activities,
activities.

found the lecturers and the exams here to be

"I like the different activities being put
put

different, so I had to adjustto all of this," said

on,
on, however, I do
do not believe that there are

Vaughn. Vaugkn isa member ofS.O.C.A and

enough of them," said Kristan
Kristan Whyiey, a
major from the
junior intemational business major

the track team.
Some Caribbean students came to TSU
because they knew otherBahamian students,
"I knew a lot of Bahamians who gradu-

Bahamas and
and a member of S.O.C.A and the
track
track team.*
team.*

,
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Community View

Election turmoil over

Campus Calendar

Eletoral College continues
By Cristalynne V.W. Dupree
Community View Writer

alistic in the election of 1880. Thomas

Jefferson, Republican Party presidential
candidate, and Aaron Burr, vice-presi
dential candidate, were both given the

If the buzzword for Election 2000 is

same number of electoral votes.

This

was a result of the electors voting only
for theirparty's candidates.

"recount" then "Electoral College" is a
close second. Because ofthe tug-of-war
In this case the House of
in Florida, there has been a majorfocus
on the Electoral College. For 28 days Representatives decided the election; 36
and counting, both presidential candi
dates have been vying for the 25 elec
toral votes that will determine our 43rd
president.

The 200-year-old Electoral College
is the name given to the powerful com
mittee that ultimately selects the presi
dent of the United States. But do not

conclude that your vote does not count.
Suzanna Sherry, Cal Turner

Professor of Law and Leadership at
Vanderbilt University, sat down with
tClie J^Ieter to bring a clearer under
standing to the complex subject.
The framers of the Constitution

intended to devise an election process
that would not be tainted with partisan
politics. The pre-information era did not
allow citizens the luxury of receiving
much information about candidates out

side of their region. This could pose the
problem of people voting for candidates

simply because they were a "favorite
son" of their state.

According to Sherry, "They didn't
want the legislature to have [control]
because they were worried about sepa
ration of powers...but they definitely
didn't want the popular vote because
they didn't trust the people. So, they
came up with the Electoral College."
The Constitution states that each

state legislature is responsible for its
method of selecting its electors.

The

only stipulations are that the number of
electors equals the number of the con

gressional delegation and any "person
holding an office of trust or profit under
the United States" is ineligible.
Some state ballots allow voters to

choose the state electors when they cast
their ballot for president. In other states

the major political parties carefully
select their party's electors during state
conventions.

Originally,

the

electors

were

instructed to vote for the two people

theydeemed most qualified for the roles
of president and vice-president. There
was no candidate matched to either

ballots were required. The results gave
the presidential race to Jefferson. Burr
received vice-president.
The next presidential election, in

1884, was met with separate electoral
votes for president and vice president.
This was the 12th Amendment.
The 1876 election resulted in anoth

er significant change. When candidates
Rutherford B. Hayes (Republican) and
Samuel J. Tilden (Democrat) were the
parties' nominees. The validity of elec
toral votes in four states was challenged.
The law required Congress to resolve
the issue; however. Congress became
deadlocked.

The dispute was not settled until the
Electoral Commission was created in

1877. The commission chose Hayes as

the next president with a vote of 8-7.
Later, the same year Congress gave
the states power to solve all disagree
ments that are related to the selection of

presidential electors. This excluded
cases in which electors vote "irregular
ly." Congress would only intervene
when the states were unable to reach a

December 8 - Last day to submit
void housing contracts for students
not returning to University housing
for

the

Spring

2001

semester.

Students must void their contract

with Residence Life, FPCC Suite
310.

December 8 - Last day of exit inter
views for December 2000 graduates,
in FPCC Room 343 at 10 a.m., 11

a.m., noon, 2:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
December 14 - Varsity Men's
Basketball game vs. Fisk University,
7 p.m.. Gentry Center Complex.
December 15 - Final Exams end.

December 16 - University Housing

conclusion.

Since

the

signing

of

the

Constitution in 1787, there have been

significant changes in the electoral pro
cedure.

1961.

The most recent occurred in

The 23rd Amendment allowed

the people in the District of Columbia to
vote for three electors just as citizens
living other states.
As it stands today the Electoral
College consists of 538 votes. Every

state gets the number of votes that's
equal to the number of its congress
members and senators combined.

It requires an absolute majority of
270 votes to win the Electoral College.

Sherry further elaborates, "...all states
except for Maine and Nebraska have a
winner-takes-all system, whoever wins
the popular vote gets all the states elec
toral votes...but it's up to the individual
states to decide."

Each election year, the electors are

position. The candidate with the major required to meet simultaneously at their
respective state capitols to vote on the
ity of the votes wouldbecome president.
first Monday after the second
The person with the second highest
Wednesday in December. This year it is
would automatically be vice president.
See "Electoral" on Page 8
The method was proven to be unre

closes at noon.

December 16 - Occupational
Therapy Pinning Ceremony, FPCC
Room 210 3 p.m.
December 25 - Merry Christmas!
January 2 - University Housing re
opens at 8 a.m.

January 3-4 - Registration for
Spring 2001.
January 5 - Classes begin.
January 5, 8-9 - Late registration,
drop-add.
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1976.

Penry was convicted in 1979 of the rape, beating
and brutal stabbing death of Pamela Mosely Carpenter,
a 22-year-old housewife.
Health

A new study recently released by Harvard
University's School of Public Health reveals that
despite nearly identical numbers of Blacks and whites
stricken with kidney diseases including advanced kid
ney failure. Blacks are far less likely to undergo kidney
transplantation.

The study says that about nine percent of Blacks
and 21 percent of whites were considered eligible for
transplantation, but due to poorer health, less access to
medical facilities and adequate care, and "possible
bias," 52 percent of whites and only 17 percent of
Blacks actually underwent the procedure.

Drugs
The Supreme Court has decided to hear arguments
AP FILE PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

and decide jyhethec^jnarijuanfr can. Hiif'ffi^buted for .
medicinal uses to seriously ill patients. A California

REUTERS PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

appeals court granted doctors the right to prescribe mar
ijuana to certain patients in that state only.
j

Death Penalty

The initiative allows patients to grow, h^est and.

Less than three weeks before ite final closure, the

use marijuana for pain relief, but they c^nfli^^itb %d.^' " Chernobyl

The execution of Johnny Paul Penry (above) is on
hold in Texas after Penry's lawyers filed a motion that
is being considered by the Supreme Court.
The Court agreed to hear the case after Penry's

clubs" like the .California Cann^f^Club to grow and

lawyers siiccessluily argued that the condemned killer is

distribute marijuarra'fcrmedicittaP^e..

mentally retarded and has the reasoning capacity of a 7year-old. Medical records indicate that Penry has an IQ

use of marijuana, through smoking or ingestion through

Nuclear Power Plant was shut down as a
result of power line failures. Workers (above) may not
return to the site ever again, and some 9,000 jobs may
be lost earlier than expected.
Officials say that flie failure
not increase the
radiation in or around the plant. Chernobyl was the site
of the world's worst civil nuclear disaster wlverv its reac

of "50 or 60," according to lawyers.

food or drinks, relieves the symptoms and treatment

torexploded in 1986, killing 30peopleimmediately and

eral narcotics laws nationwide.'

:

This case will determine tlie* fetes of "marijuana
Medical and social studies have concluded that the

If the 44-year old were to be executed on time, he side effects associated with glaucoma, multiple sclero extending a radioactive cloud over much of Ukraine and
would be the 38th inmate to be legally executed in sis, AIDS, cancer (chemotherapy treatments) and can Europe. Thousands are believed to have died from radi
Texas this year. This is the highest number by any state lessen the traumatic effects and violent reactions from ation-related illnesses as a result of the accident.*
sincethe Supreme Court resumed capital punishment in epileptic seizures.

scrutiny due to Florida votes controversy

Electoral
Continued from Page 7

Sherry raises an
important point,

will now better understand the Electoral

Sherry says if that this is the case, it

scheduled for December 18. The ballots

"There is some

then are securely sealed and sent to the

question

about

College after this year's election.
Because of that, she predicts,, "...there's
also going to be some cries to amend the

president of the Senate (the current vice
president of the United States). On

whether

those

January 6, he opens and reads the ballots
before both houses of the Congress.
But are these 25 or any of the other
electors obligated to vote for the candi
date that received the popular vote?
Well, The electors who are chosen by
their political parties are usually loyal to George W. Bush
the candidate they are pledged to.

constitution...it would take an amend

would mark only the fourth time in
American history and the first time since
1888 that the "person who came in sec
ond in thepopular vote will take office. I

statutes are con-

ment to change the Electoral College.

think its bound to upset people."

s t it u t i0 n a 1

That is to get rid of it to move to a [strict
ly] popular vote."
Like any other amendment it would
require two-thirds of each house of
Congress and three-quarters of the state

because if these
states tried to tell

[citizens] how to
vote it would be
unconstitution

al." Sherry also
said that the idea

About half of the states have laws

had never been tested and that "no one

that bind their electors to the winner of

has ever been prosecuted for voting the
wrong way."

the popular vote. There are punishments
for "faithless electors." For example,
Mexico considers the act to be a fourth

The latest case was when Margarette
Leach cast a "faithless" vote. In 1988she
chose not vote for her binding candidate

degree felony. Wisconsin electors who
choose to defect can be slapped with a Dukakis for president. She later contend
$] ,000 fine. Tennessee does bind electors ed that she was making a statement
to the popular vote winner, while Florida against the Electoral College.
does not.

Sherry believes that many people

She also says that most people
believe that "the person who won the

most popular votes ought to be presi
dent."

IfBush should become the next pres

legislatures must approve.
Sherry ident Sherry believes that we could pos
believes that such a change is "highly sibly witness a backlash from American
unlikely."
However, she says that the calls for
amending will come.
Sherry said, "It is beginning to look

like Gore has won the popular vote...he
has won by wide enough margin that
whatever happens in Florida isn't going
to change that. It is beginning to look
like Bush is going to end up with the
electoral majority because it looks like he
has carried Florida."

voters.

She cited historical references from

1824 and 1888. In both cases, "the per
sons who received the most votes didn't

become president."
Sherr>' added that in both cases in
elections tlie following year^ "the popu
lar winner came back to challenge the
incumbent, and [each] popular winner
won, hands down.*
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New publications add flavor, provide Nashville news alternatives
Contemporary papers bring contemporary views of entertainment, urban scenes
By Henderson Hill HI

Community View Writer
The Nashville area has gained three
new news publications in the past two

months. Thesenew papers add a different
flavor to the entertainment and news

arena that Nashville already has estab
lished.

The City Paper is formatted as a
tabloid-sized newspaper that focuses on

local news inside the Old Hickory
Boulevard area. The paperis a daily, and
returns Nashville to the status of a two-

newspaper town.
been

The Tennessean has

the

in print and online at
www.nashvillerage.com.
The Rage's audience is a
focused age group of 18-34
years old, which is why the
paper has been heavily distrib
uted on local college campuses,
including Tennessee State
University.
"We've been quite pleased
that The Rage has been so pop
ular on the TSU campus,"
Embry said.
The Rag& staff has 10 fulltime people, each of them veter
an journalists, and at least 30 free
lancers. The publication has published

community,

remarked, 'We're concentrating on our

Tipton said that he saw how popular the

the

African-American

demographics first in hopes that it will
spill over

only daily

t<5

newspaper
i

IIFllltllllllFltV

n

Nashville
since

The

i iin

Nashville
Banner
folded

1998.

H I

in

IliliSHIIUiSfll

The

City Paper
is

ly be that of households in West

. atmos-

void for the version of the Nashville

ers are.

Scene for the Black community needed

to be filled.

noted.

Embry said that The Rage accepts

When asked about the concentration

work from TSU students and they have

of the Urban Flavor's audience, Tipton

Anotheraddition to the new publica

"We pay for published CD reviews ,

tion lineup in Nashville is The Rage, a and we do offer internships," said Embry.
Interested student writers may con

tact
Embry
at , pembry@
nashvillerage.comor by calling TheRage
office at 664-2270. The Rage also has a
website at www.nashvillerage.com.
Another

new

addition

to

the

frustrated by not being able to find Nashville news scene is a weekly enter
enough information either in print or on
line about who's playing local night
clubs, reviews of current CD and movie

tainment paper, Urban Flavor. Urban
Flavor is geared toward urban African
Americans between the ages of 25 and

releases and things to do and places to eat
in the area," Embry said.

35.

Morris Tipton, a TSU alumnus, is
Embry explained that the overall co-owner and managing editor. He said
goal of TheRage is for it to be the indis that he felt a need to start the Urban
pensable weekly guide to things to hear, Flavor because there was not a weekly
see, do and eat in the Nashville area, both

said

the

-rock acts in our first six weeks of exis

been in contact with several interested

Pat Embry is the general manager

also

tence than other publications in Nashville
have in the past year or more Embry

writers.

and editor in chief, and he says The Rage
was started for selfish reasons. "I've been

Tipton

Flavor is a microcosm of who their read

Paper.

Nashville.

oth-

ers.

Nashville Scene was and thought that a

from a representative from The City

weekly entertainment paper that is
geared toward the entertainment scene in

by

the Urban

more CD reviews of hip-hop and modem

THE CITY PAPER
Nashville; therefore, the distribution cost
will be large. There was no comment

we will be
blessed

I phere of

funded

by Brian
Brown, a wealthy entrepreneur who is
very optimistic of the paper's success.
The audience of the paper will main-

other

areas, and

entertainment publication that targeted

"We are spidtaally motivated, hard
working, we want the finer
things out of life, and we're edu
cated," Tipton said. "This is our
13th week of publication. We
have a small skeleton staff with
free-lance writers and colum

nists," Tipton said.
For any other questions or con
cerns, you can contact Urban Flavor at
www. urbanflavoronline. com. •

Students interested in internships or writing

experience can contact The Rage, Urban
Flavor or The City Paper at:
lite Rage: 664-2270
wwwMashviUerage.com
Urban Flavor. 595-9117

wwwMThanflavoronlinexom
The City Paper 298-9833
wwwMashvillecilypaperxom
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Arts & Entertainment
either they re
upbeat
bu
don't have that
same

momen

tum as "Livin'
La Vida Loca"
or the current

Ricky Martin
Loaded

Sound

2

In 1999, he brought us to our feet
with the hit single "Livin' La Vida Loca."

He gave an outstanding performance at
thel999 Grammy Awards with the inter
national hit "Cup of Life." Now the for

"She Bangs."
Ricky Martin fell short to on this
album. He had the audience waiting for
great, but instead he had us fooled.
Hopefully, he'll come correct on the next
go round. Sparkle Davis

Babyface A Collection
of His Greatest Hits
5

mer Menudo band member is back with

his sophomore album, Sound Loaded.
Loaded with only one upbeat song
and the rest slow driven ballads and intro

to salsa dancing beats. Track one, "She
Bangs" introduces the album with its
rhythmic guitar and booming drumbeats
is such an awesome start for this album.

The song can get anyone movin' in the
morning and is a crowd pleaser at all the
clubs.

Hats off to the man who knows what

good music should sound like. The man

that can write a ballad that can express
how a woman feels and should be treat

ed. To the man who has produced countJess numbers of artists, made my home
town his new headquarters and has also
taken his talent to producing movies such
as Soul Food.

Now we get to the rest of the album,
because after track one it's a roller coast

er ride from there. The next single, "Saint
Tropez" is a ballad that expresses his

feelings for a woman in this enchanting
place called "Saint Tropez." The next
few tacks are about the same. They all
have that same slow mellow beat or

The

PHOTO COURTESY OF EPIC RECORDS

Babyface

man is called

one occasion with this album. So the

to **** with.

Babyface.
His greatest hits is a must have for

Babyface lovers this album is the one for
you. Sparkle Davis

Wu fans will hear surprising collab
orations on the album featuring; Redman,
Nas, Busta Rhymes, Snoop, Ect.

Wu Tang Clan "VJ" 4

track "I Can't Go To Sleep" the tale of
gun violence. The legendary Issac
Haynes tells "The Power Is In Your
Hands" giving the track an old school

those who love and adore his music. The

man is phenomenal. The first track "For

the Cool In.You" take you back to his
1993 album that also featured the song
"Never Keeping Secrets." The next track
on the album is "Whip Appeal," from his
album

^

Creativity is at it's finest with the

In this day and age you can't listen to
a song with out a sample, kiddie hook, or
a Timberland imitated beat. Just when

This was one of you started to wonder, and really worry
about the return of Staten Island's finest.

They return, and hit us hard without
notice.
V '

'

J.

r*

Vf [ ballad that should

•1

national

anthem,

songs that are fea-

[u

tured on the album

H

is the ballad "How
Come,

How

Long"a duet with
Stevie Wonder, the
old

Salamar

hit

"For the Lover
You"

Cool J,

Howard

Hewitt and Jody
Whatiey and popular hit "Change
the World," featur-

ing Eric Clapton

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA RECORDS

Ricky Martin

Hl^'' ^

from the movie

C

Phenomenon.
Babyface takes us
back on more than

Remember the group had you bat
tling homeboys and girls over tightest
Clan members. You know, he group that
was tight enough to spin off over 5 more
gold and platinum solo albums with the
slightest of ease. After a slept on release
of the 1997 Wu-Tang Forever fans start
ed to reminisce on the street sounds of

C.R.E.A.M, and M.E.T.H.O.D. M.A.N.

Enter the revived Wu Tang Clan.
Follow the leaders as they take you
through the puzzle of the "W" with thir
teen tracks that hold promise to take you
back to the gritty style that made the
1993 36 Chambers a classic. To bring
back the grimy style of the 90's the clan
all stayed in one location as they did with
36 Chambers.

Like the first Wu album. Solely by
the Rza, With a roll call of Method Man,
Ghostface Killah, Raekwon, U-God, The

Gza, Cappadonna, Inspectah Deck,
Masta Killah and not forgetting the incar
cerated or Dirty Bastard you can't help
but realize the Wu Tang Clan ain't nuthin

feel.

"You can never tell this boy he's an
amateur" O.D.B. brags to the track enti
tled "Conditioner" in which he and
Snoop Dogg trade verses.
Don't sleep to lyrics as the clan and

Nas face offon the track"Let My Niggas
Live."

However it's evident that guest
aren't needed to hold down the album as

Ghostface reminds fans that "Everything
is Everything" in the track "Hollow
Bones" in which Raekwon also shines

with lines like "It was Del Breedy the
greedy, Conninving little
snake
chini/Cop with a bikini who Murdered
Charles Shangrilini."
A perfect example of teamwork is
the creation of the catchy track "Gravel

Pit" in which members of the Wu get to
shine. With a promise to move you to the
dance floor. The track has a Bedrock

sound accompanied by a video through
time in which the Wu rock furs.
Other standouts include "One Blood
Under W," and "Chamber Music."

The clan is redeemed, they succeed
ed in breaking fans off Shaolin Style,
while making you never doubt the
thoughts of a triumphant return. Brandi
Montgomery*
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A & E News:
The latest gossip and upcoming events
By Sparkle Davis
Arts and Entertainment Editor

What's up in tinsel town these days?
Here's the latest scoop on the happenings
of your favorite stars.

Comedian Eddie Murphy is in talks
about starring in a movie version of the

hit '60s television show "I Spy" that fea
tured Bill Cosby. In the film. Murphy
will play a professional athlete forced to

help a government agent find a missing
jet. Murphy's currently filming a sequel
to the 1998 summer hit Dr. Dolittle, in
which he is set to earn $20 million.
Rocker Lenny Kravitz also is in the
news these days, as he was mistaken for

an armed robber. Apparently, Kravitz fit
the description of the man who robbed a
nearby bank.

He was taken in for questioning by
the Miami police and was finally
releasedwhenone of the bank employees
explained to the officers that he wasn't
the robber.

Is this a case of racial profiling?
Though the officers were Latino,
Kravitz said that they apologized but still
he is talking to an attorney about possible
legal action.
It seems that some folks couldn't

wait for Snoop Dogg's new release to hit
stores. Instead, fans could listen to the

new album on the website for Snoop's
former label Death Row. Controversial

label Death Row Records has posted ft^ee

downloads of Snoop Dogg songs that it
doesn't own.

It appears that on the main page of
the Web site, viewers can listen to his
new album The Last Meal and his last
album Dead Man Walkin' and vote for

which one they like best..
Hello?

I smell conspiracy brewing. As if
there's not enough with the current pres
idential election. Aftermath equals Dr.
Dre and Snoop's return. Death Row
equals trouble. Whew! Its getting hot in
here.

It's that time of year again... music
award shows. First lets give props to VH1 for the very impressive My VH-1
award show. They had a great talent and
had a good host.
Comedian John Leguizarao did a
better job than Shawn and Marlon
Wayans. Now its time for the next show,
The Billboard Awards. The awards are

based on Billboard's definitive year-end
charts and honor the year's number one
artists, albums, and songs as determined
by the record-buying audience and radio
airplay statistics.

The performers include Mystikal,
N'SYNC, Ricky Martin, and Destiny's
Child and also will feature appearances
by Lil' Bow Wow, Joe, Toni Braxton,
Britney Spears, and 98 Degrees. Oooh!
Would you like to be there with all those

PHOTO COURTESY OF VIRGIN' RECORDS

Rocker Lenny Kravitz may soon be
involved in heated legal action
against Miami police.
Laine. It seems that Miss Laine is being
hesitant about signing the prenuptial
agreement.

But in the latest Jnstyle Magaziney

Bryant confessed his love for Laine over
and over again.
I wonder if he is for real?

stars?

In marital news, ladies, Kobe Bryant
has not married his fiancee, Vanessa

He could do so much better, but

until she signs those papers the nuptials
are on hiatus for now.*

Wanted! Spring
Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, & Jamaica.
Call Sun Coast Vacations for a free

brochure and ask how you can organize a

small group & Eat, Drink, Travel
Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642
or e-mail:
PHOTO COURTESY OF INSTYLEMAGAZINE

Sexy basketball superstar Kobe Bryanfs nuptuals are onhold fornow...
there's still hope, ladies!

sales @ suncoastvacations.com
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Creed blows away Nashville fans at Gaylord
"WellI just heard/ the news
today/ it seems my life/ is going
to change," resounded through
the ice hockey arena as the

By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
The hardest of modem hard rock

bands made their first-ever stop in
Nashville on November 27, to a nearly
sold-out crowd at the Gaylord
Entertainment Center.

Creed has had a

long hard road of trials and tribulations,
and their triumph was apparent as lead
singer Scott Stapp entered Ae stage amid
fireworks and pyrotechnic wizardry.
The angst-ridden anthems of lost
loves, tried faith and true brotherhood
resounded as the enthusiastic crowd

chanted along with Stapp, matching his
every word and stricken cry.

Creed performed all of the popular
favorites and top-grossing hits, and drew
the largest response from the crowd when
they began their most popular ballad to
date, "With Arms Wide Open," a heart-

voices

of the

crowd

were

picked up by Stapp's micro
phone. As they crooned, home

f

videos of Stapp's young son,

laggard, flashed on the twin
screens that flanked the stage.

The little boy's cheerful "I love
you. Mommy, I love you.
Daddy," came from the speak
ers and were a perfect addition
to the ballad.

Creed also revisited some

of their most original and less
er-known songs, including the

haunting "My Own Prison," in
which Stapp describes the

anguish he went through as he
contemplated
his
strict
Christian upbringing and his
laterrepentance of those ideals.
"And I said oh/ So I held

my head up high/ Hiding hate
that bums inside/ Which only

fuels their selfish pride/ We're
all held captive/ Out from the
sun/ A sun that shines on only
some/ We the meek are all in

one." Chills touched the spines
of the fans as these words

echoed through the arena and
the smoke-filled halls outside.

After they played a full set
of old hits and new teaijerkers.

Creed left the stage. It took
very little prompting to get
PHOTO COURTESY OF CREEDONLINE.COM

them to return to the stage, as

Creed frontman and lyricist Scott

fans stomped on the bleachers. Creed

Stapp

chanted "Creed, Creed, Creed..."

felt ballad Stapp penned when he first
learned he was going to be a father.

PHOTO COURTESYOF CREEDONUNE.COM

the air (really heating upthearena and all "Higher," another hit from their last epic

andhundreds of lighters wentinto theair. of the fans still chilled from the air out
As controlled blazes shot 20 feet into side), Stapp and his band played

New band opens for hot rockers.

Si

X

?crt3

new audience.

ty Sparkle Davis
Lr/5 & Entertainment Editor

Finger Eleven is one of the newest
Iternative rock band.s to hit the music

Scene. Showcasing their talent.s as the
ppening act for the very popular band
!!reed. FingerEleven is very far from get-

|ng that star power status.
Originally from Burlington. Ontario,
ley released llieir debut album. Tip, in
1998.

Though

they

received

critical

licclaim for that album, it wasn't until
their current album The Greyest of Blue
Skies that the band really came out to a
. . . .

A.s the opening act for the band
Creed, Finger Eleven got set but it lacked
getting the crowds participation and
enthusiasm the whole time that it was on

stage. But the band's performance was
awesome the whole time that they were
on stage.

They performed such songs as "My
Carousel," "Sick of it All" and
"Suffocate." These songs all were heavy
hitlers, but for some reason the Nashville

audience was not too receptive.

They were applauded at the end of
their set. I am assuming it was for relief
thatit was over^

.

album. Human Clay.*
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Tennessee State University
2000-01 Basketball Schedule
S

Date

Dec. 9

Opponent

Time

Date

Opponent

at MTSU

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Dec. 21

at Alabama State

Dec. 28-29

State Farm Classic

Dec. 14

Fisk University

Dec. 16

at Jacksonville State

Dec. 22

Trevecca Nazarene _

p.m.

Jan. 4

SEMO

Dec. 31

at Uhiv! of Evansville

Jan. 6

Eastern Illinois

Jan. 4

SEMO

Jan. 11

at Hasten Kentucky

Jan. 6

Eastern Illinois

Jan. 13

at Morehead State

Jan. 11

at Eastern Kentucky

Jan. 16

Murray State

Jan. 13

at Morehead State

Jan. 20

Tennessee Tech

Jan. 20

Tennessee Tech

1 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Jan. 25

at UT- Martin

Jan. 25

at UT-Martin

Jan. 27
Jan. 30

at Austin Peay
Murray State

Feb. 1

at Eastern Illinois

Feb. 3

at SEMO

Feb. 6
Feb. 8

UT- Martin

Eastern Kentucky

Feb. 10

Morehead State

Feb. 17

Tennessee Tech

Feb. 20
Feb. 24

at Murray State
Austin Peay

at Univ. of Florida

7:30 p.m. Jan. 27
7:30 p.m. Feb. 1
7:30 p.m. Feb. 3
7:30 p.m. Feb. 6
7:30 p.m. Feb. 8
7:30 p.m. Feb.10
7:30 p.m. Feb.17
7:30 p.m. Feb. 20
7:30 p.m. Feb. 24
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

at Austin Peay
at Eastern Illinois
at SEMO
UT- Martin

Eastem Kentucky
Morehead State
at Tennessee Tech
at Belmont

Austin Peay

Time

7 p.m.

4:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.
5:15 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

February 27 - March 4: Ohio Valley February 27 - March 4: Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament

Conference Tournament

Tigers!
•Vlf-
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Men's college basketball holiday preview
sure to have fans Ho, Ho, Hoeing all

By Alan C. Beard
Sports Writer
The Men's College Basketball sea
son is off to an exciting start. Fans were
treated to some great games over the

break long. Those of you who are tired of
those BCS standings and football misfits
can tune in and watch the best college
teams over the Christmas break.

against #3 Stanford who could be #2 by

Here is a complete list of super
match-ups that will be televised:

the time these two super powers suit up.
This will be a good one!
California vs. Georgia, 11:30 a.m.

Thanksgiving holiday. There were a few

surprises in the first week. No one could
have predicted that Purdue would upset
then #2 Arizona, 72-69. The Wildcats are

still playing without 7-foot-1-inch center
Loren Woods. He is serving a six game

suspension for an undisclosed National
CollegiateAthletic Association violation.
Look for Woods to make an instant

impact when he returns. Woods will be on
hand when Arizona takes on #13 Illinois
on Dec. 16. This will be a very interesting
rematch between these two teams. The

Wildcats beat the Fighting Illini 79-76 in

just one of the many games that will be

North Carolina at UCLA, 4 p.m.
(CBS regional)
The Tar Heels have a new energetic

coach in Matt Doherty and along with 7foot Brendan Haywood and super sopho
more Joseph Forte. North Carolina looks
to give UCLA their share of problems on
the inside and outside. Don't sleep on

Saturday, Dec. 16

(FSN)

UCLA, this is right around the time

Arizona at Illinois, noon (ESPN)

Sean Lampley and Cali will try to
show Georgia just what run and gun

Bruins coach Steve Lavin seems to mix

means on the West Coast.

to gel.

Will rematch live up to first game
now that Loren Woods is Back?

Kentucky at Michigan State, I p.m.
(CBS)

The Wildcats will have an uphill

challenge beating defending champs, but
hey stranger things have happened.

Friday, Dec. 22
Tennessee at Syracuse,

7 p.m.

the right ingredients and his players start

IHiesday Jan. 2
Notre Dame at Syracuse, 7 p.m.

(ESPN)

(ESPN)

Can you say range? Well, Tony
Harris has got it and he will try to shoot

best player inallofcollege basketball and

6'10 Troy Murphy is arguably the

Tfiesday, Dec. 19

the lights out from the perimeter against this guy can flat out score. He will be on

Michigan State at Seton Hall, 9 p.m.

the Orangemen. Watch for Vincent
Yarbrough to amaze. At 6 feet 7 inches,

(ESPN)

Spartans will be tested as 6-foot-9the championship game of the Maui inch freshman Eddie Griffin tries to intro

Invitational over Thanksgiving. This is

Thursday, Dec. 21
Pete Newell Challenge at Oakland:
Stanford vs. Duke, 9 p.m. (FSN)
Shane Battier will lead #1 Duke up

duce his brand of B-Ball to Charlie Bell
and company.

center stage here. Somebody better put a
hand in his face!

Note: All times listed are Eastern

he reminds me of a young Penny
Hardaway.

Saturday, Dec. 23

Standard Times

Enjoy yourbreakand be safe, I'll see
you all next year! •

? or BS? - You Decide
third and fourth-ranked team.s, (Are you

By Alan C. Beard
Sports Writer
Sure all eyes have been on Florida,
in the wake of all the drama involving the

presidential election.
But there is another conspiracy

brewing down in Gator Country and up
in Washington.

Overshadowed bythe Election, but a

lot more intriguing, is the Bowl College
Series' current standings which has
Oklahoma (12-0) #I (they deserve this

ranking), Florida State (ll-i) #2, Miami
(10-1) #3, andWashington (10-1) #4.
Let me stop there and give you my

hypothesis on this, so you can better
understand where this is going.
Here is the scenario: A team is
ranked fourth and another is ranked sec
ond.

The third-ranked team beats the sec
ond ranked team 27-24 in the fifth week.
But at the same time tiie third-ranked
team has lost to the then 15th-ranked

team, now fourth-ranked team 34-29 in
the second week.

The second and fifth weeks of the

season, is what brought about all of this
confusion.

But accordingto some freaking com

puter the now second-ranked team ha.s
had a tougher overall schedule than the

following me?)

In every competitive sport that I

Electoral College.

Only instead of not trusting the peo

have competed in, including footbail. if

Does this change the fact that the
third-ranked team beatthe second-ranked

you are ranked and another ranked team ple to choose the president ofthe United
beats you, then they move ahead of you States, they don't trust the players and

team and thefourth-ranked team beat the

in the rankings.

third-ranked team?

It shouldn't matter who plays the

No!

tougher schedule after the game or what

So, now we find ourselves wonder

week they beat you in.

teams to win as predicted in the pre-sea-

son.

The whole concept of a sport is to

compete and feel like you've done so
fairly,
giving your all and leaving every
Well, this is not the case in today's
ing, who will be the national champion?
thing
onthe
playing field.
(I probably sound like the woman on world of commercial business, Oops, I
If the polls remain the same then the
mean Division I College Football.
Charlie Brown rightabout now).

The real messed up part about all of
this is, that the fourth-ranked team then
six-ranked, lost to then 25th-ranked

Oregon now 10th, 23-16 in the fifth

There is no reason why these big #2 team should feel a little funny about
grown men can't have playoffs like every that ranking. In the end, they would not
other sport to decide the real national have earned it, it was given to them.
When I think of a championship
champion. If they can put all of this

week. Washington is also in the Pac-lO

money (I'm talking millions and mil

game if there are no playoffs involved I

conference, and could not play against

lions, of dollars here) into these bowl

see the teams with the two best records in

the top-ranked team in the championship

games, why can't they just come togeth

the title game. If they are both undefeat

game, because they lost that one game
and are now sanctioned to play in the

er and have playoffs.
I'll tell you why, the TV stations,

ed then there would be that much more at

Rose Bowl. Will someone In authority

endorsers, conferences and boosters

would be because they were incontrol of

think they will lose money. I thought this
was a sport, not the stock exchange.
Florida State beats #1 Oklahoma and #3 (Correct me if I'm wrong).
There are a lot of sports fans out
Miami and #4 Washington win their
games, there could be a tie in the stand there who don't know just what the BCS
ings. (Its True! Us True!) How? Statistics, is. It is the Bowl Championship Series
not blood, not sweat, not tears. We could which calculates who goes to what Bowl
have co-national champions. (If that's not Game.
Yes, it does look at your record but
the dumbest .system in all of sports, I
wake up and smell the roses?
On the respective bow) nights if #2

don't know what is) Someone needs to
unplug that BCS computer, which if you
take out the C gives you just what it is BS.

seems to pay more attention to what

teams you've played, to get that record.
To make a Jong story short it is
College Fooiball's version of the

Slake, if not then so be it.

At least it

their own destinies.

It would be better altogether if iJiey
flipped a coin or played rock/paper/scis
sors. Then at least there would be a 50/50

chance for teams in thetop 10,to play for
the championship.
Think about this, avid football fans,
as you watch these commercialized exhi
bitions over the holiday season.
But when the New Vein arrives you
will be wondering, just like the rest of us
Whois #T?And hoping Y2K1 shuts
down the BCS computer for good!*
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wishes the

Lamar Gooding
New track coach ready to jump the hurdles at TSU
ing care of some administrative aspects of

By Marcus Norris
Sports Writer
Standing 5 feet 6 inches tall, a 22-year-old
young man wearing a red New York Yankees
baseball cap turned to the back, black baggy
jeans, and a long sleeved shirt had the youngcoach-of-the-new-millennium-look,

a safe and

happy
holiday

while

waiting on the track for an interview with Wt)e
iJlcter.

TSU family

coaching, I was doing everything."

He is serving under newly appointed head
coach Kelly Carter. It more than likely will be
official in the spring semester. When asked
does the new title make him feel old, he

responds as a man who is fully aware of the sit
uation he is in.

"Oh yeah, I feel old. All the other coaches

keep kidding me about 'You think you feel old
now, wait

•

Don't

til!

be

mistaken,
though. While
.looks may be
deceiving, his
tory speaks for
itself,

starts,'"

Gooding
continued.

"The guys
respect

and

m

Lamar

Gooding,

and that's

soon-to-be-

the

appointed
graduate assis
tant

track

coach,

is

important

a

know

ask any
thing of

at

Tennessee

them that

State

wasn't

University in
this

New

York

diately
his

necessary.

All of the
workouts

I

made

presence

felt here in the
track and field

genre.
His

PHOTO BY METRA BAUGH

*

work in practice resulted in rewards at the
meets.

Gooding won four straight 800-meter
track titles in his time as a runner here, last

accomplishing this feat this past season.

See you

next year!

While he was a student athlete here, the

track and field department experienced its
share of turmoil, something that helped prepare
Gooding for his current position.
"For the past two years there hasn't been a
stable coaching atmosphere here," Gooding
said.

During that time Gooding, who was
already a leader on the team in terms of work
ethic and performance, began to take on a new
role as player-coach.
"I just started getting involved in other
things with the program," Gooding said.
"From running (long distance) practice, to tak

give

them

are

ones

that

I've
done."

Lamar Gooding
hard

I

wouldn't

of that. After

1996,

most*

thing.
They

prime example
arriving

e

though,

native imme

season.

the

season

Of coursa

everything is all good right now, the season is
yet to start. The pressure to produce might put
stress on other young coaches, but not
Gooding.

"I've got faith in our guys," Gooding said.
"It's still early right now, but I fee! we'll be
competitive."
The overall effect of a coach can usually
be measured by whether or not he has the sup
port of his players. Duane DuBois, a 400-meter
hurdles star, backs up the coach's outlook for
the season.

"We have a positive outlook," DuBois
says. "Having a full time coach who has a
direction for us is something that will add sta
bility. The guys want us to do well. It's encour
aging."-

TRUE OR FALSE?
25% OF PEOPLE SAY THEY CAN DETECT THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN HOW EACH NOSTRIL PERCEIVES SMELL.

AMERICANS EAT APPROXIMATELY

350 SLICES OF PIZZA PER SECOND.

.

•»
.A

i

7 OUT OF 100 AMERICANS HAVE
FLOSSED THEIR TEETH WITH THEIR HAIR.

MEN BURP 4.7 TIMES PER DAY
WHILE WOMEN BURP 2.1 TIMES PER DAY.

8% OF COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE NOT
WATCHED T.V. IN THE LAST WEEK.
• »•' -

NEARLY 2/3 OF COLLEGE STUDENTS DRINK ON AVERAGE
LESS THAN ONE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PER DAY.*

ONE OUT OF EVERY FOUR AMERICANS
HAS APPEARED ON TV.

3.9% OF WOMEN DON T WEAR ANY UNDERWEAR.
6.4% OF MEN GO COMMANDO.

•

•SOURCE: CORE tNSTtTUTE 1DSO

GUESS WHAT? EVERYONE OF THESE IS TRUE. MOST IMPORTANTLY,
COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE MAKING RESPONSIBLE CHOICES ABOUT DRINKING.
THANKS FOR MAKING INTELLIGENT CHOICES THE NORM.
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